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This document is InsightSuiteAE R1.04 Operation Quick Guide and provides how to extract maintenance
targets by InsightNavigator (InsightSuiteAE client).
This document is the supplemental of InsightSuiteAE Service Manual - Operation.
For more details about InsightNavigator, see the following document.
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InsightNavigator (Client) Operation

* InsightSuiteAE (hereinafter, "ISAE")

1. Outline (How to extract maintenance targets by ISAE)
InsightNavigator (ISAE client) shows the diagnostics results on charts, values and statuses.
The procedure for extracting maintenance targets by ISAE is shown in Table 1-1.
Details for each step describe on the following chapters.
Table 1-1:
No.
1
2
3

Procedure for extracting maintenance targets by ISAE
Step

Details

Select analysis targets

In the plant hierarchy, select targets you want to analyze for

for maintenance

deciding maintenance targets.

Find existence of

From targets selected in Step 1, find existence of maintenance

maintenance targets

targets by the current KPI (Key Performance Indicator) status.

Prioritize maintenance targets

From targets found in Step 2, prioritize maintenance targets
based on KPI values.

4
5

Display KPI trends for

Display trends of KPI values and statuses to consider the KPI

maintenance targets

behavior for single or multiple maintenance targets.

Display detailed KPI trends for

Display trends of KPI values and statuses to consider the detailed

each maintenance target

KPI behavior for each maintenance target.
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2. How to select analysis targets for maintenance
Select the plant hierarchy including targets you want to analyze.
Note:
To improve the maintainability, the plant hierarchy is designed based on the maintenance unit* generally.
*: e.g.

Area, equipment, device types or diagnostic types.

Select the plant hierarchy in the left pane.
Targets located under the selected plant
hierarchy are shown in Portfolio (Right pane).

3. How to find existence of maintenance targets
From targets selected in Chapter 2, find existence of maintenance targets by the current KPI status.
The targets with the current KPI status are listed in Portfolio (Right pane).
For example, if the maintenance targets are defined the target indicating “Red (Bad)” status or “Yellow
(Fair)” one, you can filter the targets by these statuses. The Priority (target criticality) is also applicable as
the filter.
Portfolio Tab
As the default display status is only Red,
If other color statuses are displayed, select them in
Detail pane.
Display / Hide button for Detail pane

Detail： Filtering configuration

Note:
● There are diagnostics do not have Red (Bad) status and have only Yellow (Fair) /Green (Good) ones.
In this case, to display the Yellow status, select [Yellow] in Detail pane.
e.g.

Parameter monitoring
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4. How to prioritize maintenance targets
In Chapter 3, the existence of maintenance targets are confirmed. Next, prioritize maintenance targets
based on KPI values.
To prioritize maintenance targets, configure the search conditions including the diagnostics, KPI and
period. After the search, the targets are sorted by the order of KPI values in the upper right pane.
Generally this order means the priority of maintenance.
Bad Actors tab
Targets are sorted by the order of KPI value
Search configuration:
- Name/KPI
: Diagnostics / KPI types
- Date Range
: Specific end-date and
period (30, 7 or 1 day ago)
- Priority
: High+ /High /Medium /Low
- Ranking Order : KPI status (All /Red /Yellow /Green)
Trend:
The number of targets with each KPI status /
KPI values

5. How to display KPI trends for maintenance targets
To consider the KPI behavior for maintenance targets, display these trends in the lower right pane.
The trends for multiple targets are displayed on the pane. Therefore you can confirm the relative
comparison among them.
A: Trend for the number of targets with KPI statuses
To consider the historical behavior for each KPI, display trends for the number of targets with the KPI
statuses.
● Consider the ratio of normal / abnormal targets in all targets.
● Consider the historical behavior of KPI status from the point of status change and frequency.
The number
of all targets
The number of targets
with Yellow status

With Green status

Diagnostic
Summary Tab

Example 1

Example 2

Note:
● The bar chart (Y-axis: The number of targets, X-axis: Date) shows the daily ratio for the number of
targets with each KPI status
● Example 1: The number of targets with Yellow status increase with time.
● Example 2: The number of targets with abnormal statuses (Red, Yellow) is approximately-same. And
the KPI status for one target was changed from Green, Yellow to Red with time.
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B: Trends for KPI value
To consider the historical behavior for each KPI, display trends of KPI values
(Selectable multiple targets).
● Consider the outlier in multiple targets.
● Consider the KPI is within threshold or not.
● Consider the rate change of KPI trend.

History Data Tab

Example 1

Example 2

Note:
● The line chart (Y-axis: KPI value, X-axis: Time) shows the daily average for each KPI value.
● Example 1: There is a target indicates outlier compered to others and is without threshold (Red circle).
● Example 2: The rate of KPI trend changes from the specific date.
● To display trends for multiple targets at once, on the following target list, select the targets you want to
see by click [Shift + Left mouse button] or [Ctrl + Left mouse button].

Targets list sorted by the order of KPI value

6. How to display detailed KPI trends for each maintenance target
To confirm the detailed historical behavior for a specific target, display current values, trends for daily ratio
of KPI status and trends for KPI value / raw data.
Display items:
● Current KPI value and status
● Average KPI status ratio for the specific period
● Trend for KPI status ratio per day (Bar chart)
● Trend for KPI value and raw data (Line chart)
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Selectable by
tabs

Upper

: Current KPI value and status

Middle

: Average KPI status ratio for the specific period (Default period : Now to 30 days ago)

Lower

: Trend for KPI status ratio per day (Left: Bar chart)
Trend for KPI value or raw data (Right: Line chart)

* The display items are different from diagnostics.
[How to look at trends for one target]
Value without threshold

Value without threshold

Value within threshold

Value within threshold

Additional tab:
Trend for KPI value or raw data

Ratio without threshold

Change in
KPI status ratio

Ratio within threshold

One bar chart means “Daily ratio of
each KPI status (0 to 100%)”.
Ratio without threshold

Ratio within threshold
Main tab:
Trend for daily ratio of each KPI status

Example 1

Example 2

Example 1:

The ratio exceeding the threshold per day (Status: Yellow) is low.

Example 2:

The ratio exceeding the threshold per day (Status: Yellow) is high.

Note:
● Line chart <Upper> (Y-axis: KPI value or raw data, X-axis: Time)
● Bar chart <Lower> (Y-axis: Ratio of each KPI status per day ( 0 to 100%), X-axis: Date)
● The example 2 shows that the ratio exceeding the threshold per day (Status: Yellow) is higher than the
example 1.
[END]
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